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Pi Gamma Mu News 
 
The chapters listed below were approved by the Pi Gamma Mu Board of Trustees during 
the 2018-19 fiscal year.  The chapter faculty sponsor(s) are also listed below.   
Michigan Zeta – Madonna University – Elizabeth A. Prough and Tara Kane 
California Psi – Sonoma State University – Cynthia Boaz and David McCuan 
Virginia Mu – George Mason University – Vita M. Chalk and Shannon Davis 
Washington Epsilon – Walla Walla University – Emily Tillotson and Cheris Current 
New Mexico Epsilon – University of the Southwest – Jenelle Job and Dianna Carmenaty 
New Jersey Zeta – William Paterson University – Neil J. Kressel 
New York Alpha Epsilon – Marymount Manhattan College – Erin O'Connor and Jennifer 
Mueller 
New Jersey Eta – Bloomfield College – Claudia Kowalchyk 
New Jersey Theta – Stevens Institute of Technology – Lindsey Cormack 
New Jersey Iota – Rutgers University – Camden – Chinyere Osuji and Ross Allen 
Georgia Upsilon – Georgia Southern University – Daniel Skidmore-Hess 
South Carolina Xi – Voorhees College – Louis Howell Jr. and Tywana L. Chenault 
Iowa Theta – Saint Ambrose University – Duk H. Kim 
 
The chapters listed below were reactivated chapters in 2018-19: 
 
Missouri Omicron – Evangel University - Robert Bartels 
Missouri Zeta - Missouri Valley College - Tiffany Bergman 
South Carolina Iota - Claflin University - Caroletta Shuler Ivey 
Mississippi Delta - Delta State University - Carrie Freshour 
 
 
❖ It is with great sadness that we share the passing of Pi Gamma Mu Governor for the 
Philippines, Professor Ofelia R. Agangco.  She graduated magna cum ladue from the 
Department of Sociology, University of the Philippines, where she latter served as a full 
professor, Chair of the Department, and Professor Emeritus.   
 
 
❖ Congratulations to Michael K. Shaffer of the Pi Gamma Mu’s West Virginia Iota Chapter 
on the publication of the book he edited, In Memory of Self and Comrades: Thomas 
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